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Greetings

Science and technology as weapons, to solve world issues
and produce innovators who can imagine a new world.
At the International School of Science (ISSJ), we aim to develop young scientists and engineers
in Japan capable of applying their talents around the world. Our students, from the school we
established, hope to solve the problems faced by mankind. This they will do, filled with hope
and willingness, through new discoveries and inventions. This year, we built on last year’s
preparatory work in establishing a school by offering a second 7-day residential summer
school. The purpose of this summer school is to offer high school students a taste of the full
school.
18 Japanese, and 30 overseas students participated and took attended lectures from international researchers. Extensive 8hour workshops were also conducted, along with in depth
group discussions, and presentation on the final day.
Coming together under the common language of science, students discussed at length and
sometimes clashed or reached a stalemate in talks. Although daunting at first, these impasses
gave valuable experience for understanding the process of debating an issue to find a solution,
and also for the students to be able to present their thoughts, ideas, and opinions to others in
a constructive and confident manner.
This helps to instill a belief that no matter how difficult or unclear a situation may seem, a way
forward can always be found. In the new era ahead, there is no clear path. It is the ability to
make new paths and establish new ways of thinking in science that will be necessary in such
times.
Learning at the International School of Science changes students' perceptions for the better,
and students have the potential to change the world for the better. We are very grateful for your
support as the International School of Science strives towards achieving this goal.

International School of Science founding project

Representative

Ryuichi Nomura
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About ISSJ Founding Project
Education philosophy
The students who
ISSJ wants to produce

The person who can "make a way" out of "no way."
Forward-thinking individuals who can exercise their ideas and principles with
confidence and without constraint.

The person who can find the value in being unique.
Individuals who respect each other’s differences and realize the benefits of
unique minds working together.

Characteristics of
International
School of Science

Science
Technology and Science have the power to realize dreams. They are engines of
creation. Scientific processes provide inspiration to shape the future. Science is
the common language ; it transcends time and place. Our role at ISSJ is to inspire
talented minds to implement their skills in science all over the world.
If we can contribute to a society that can apply and handle science in daily life,
we will become one step closer to realizing our dreams.

Diversity
It is only when you strive to understand the values of others that you truly
understand your own. By understanding the standpoints of others, you can
realize your own point of view.
ISSJ welcomes both overseas and Japanese students. We provide comfortable
boarding facilities so that students from many different cultural backgrounds can
study and cooperate together. The foundation of our philosophy is that students
will come to realize their own sense of value and feel at ease in sharing these
values with others. At the same time, we want students to accept and respect
other peoples' principles.
No textbooks or teachers can be compared to a multicultural environment in
which students can learn about themselves and the world around them. We
provide the best teachers from around the world as well as an environment
where everyone can accept, and feel comfortable with the idea that "we are all
different and that's fine."
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About ISSJ Founding Project

Education method

The classes in ISSJ Summer School 2016 were
indicative of our teaching methods.

① Complete presentation

Here the main focus is on "presenting and articulating." Presenting and articulating your own study
encourages the involvement of others which in turn broadens your horizons. Each student will learn how to
structure and deliver presentations for all of their classes. In addition, they will give a movie presentation
summarizing the contents of all of their subject reports. A tailor-made class entitled "Science Presentation"
will be given in order to improve presentation skills. (Conducted at summer school 2016)

② Complete formulation and testing hypothesis

We do not encourage learning from one perspective. At ISSJ, students obtain results through their own
extensive hypothesizing and experimenting. Learning facts by heart is not enough. It is essential that
students understand the processes involved in proving scientific facts and formulae such as the formula
of gravity (F＝GMm/r^2), or the speed of light. At summer school, this was put into practice with great
effect.

③ Complete group work

Struggling alone can be counter-productive. By working as a team through hard work and cooperation, it
is possible to achieve much more. At ISSJ, we regard this process as greatly important. By grouping
individuals, unique in their own right, they are able to collaborate and gain new knowledge. Diversity
becomes second nature to ISSJ students. Diversity in character, background, knowledge, and ability is the
best environment for growth and development.
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About ISSJ Founding Project

International School of Science Founding Project
ISSJ outline
■ Organizer
International School of Science (ISSJ) Founding Project

■ Board
Ryuichi Nomura

Takeshi Kinugawa

Jun Hori

Taizo Son

■ Address
(ISSJ Project Room) 1-21-14-106, Ebisu-nishi, Shibuya, Tokyo, 150-0021, Japan

■ Advisory board
Nanako Ishido

President, NPO CANVAS

Koji Ichiki

PRESIDENT & CEO, HEADLINE Inc.

Tomohito Ebine

Founding member, OPT, Inc. / Professor, Digital Hollywood University /
Professor, BBT University / Director and Chief Advisor, mobcast inc. /
Chairman and Executive Director, Legend Partners Corporation

Katsumi Kuwabara

President, AIC.NZ.LTD / Executive Director, Oshu Corporation Inc.

Satoko Kobayashi

Assistant Professor, Chiba University Center for International Research and Education

Masahiro Sato

Professor, Digital Hollywood University

Tomoyuki Sugiyama President, Digital Hollywood University
Shuichiro Takahashi President & COO, Leave a Nest Co., Ltd.
Takashi Takekawa

President, Viling Holdings, Pte. /
Executive Director of Education, INTILAQ / IMPACT Foundation Japan

Masaharu Takimura President, Bistro Papa Inc. / Father's cooking expert / Expert advisor, Oﬃce for Shokuiku
Promotion Cabinet Oﬃce, Government of Japan / Visiting Professor, TAISHO University
Ikuko Tsuboya Newell Council, IBO Asia Paciﬁc Region / Chairperson, Global Education Foundation
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Kensuke Torii

Leader, Corporate Planning Division, Kumon Educational Japan Co., Ltd.

Ichiya Nakamura

Professor, Graduate School of Media Design, Keio

Tomonari Nozaki

Representative director, KATSUIKU Education Foundation

Masashi Mizunaga

President & CEO, Star Mica Co.,Ltd.

Norio Yamaguchi

President, LCA CO.,ltd / Principal, LCA International Primary School & LCA International Pre-school

Sohei Wakisaka

Doctor of Science / Researcher, RIKEN Brain Science Institute , Laboratory for Adaptive Intelligence

Charlotte Evans

British School Teacher / Coordinator, summer school in Oxford University

Gary Vierheller

Oﬃce of International Aﬀairs, Miraikan / English Advisor

Sachiyo Vierheller

Vice President, Inspir,Ltd. / English Communication coach

Summer
School 2016

Summer School 2016 event outline

Summer School 2016 event outline
Name

ISSJ Summer School 2016

Web

http://science-school.org/en/summer

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/international.school.of.science

Address

1-21-14-106, Ebisu-nishi, Shibuya Tokyo,150-0021, Japan
03-6455-1299 / info@science-school.org

Schedule

2016/8/3 〜 8/9

Place

Yokosuka telecom research park (YRP) ﬁrst building 2F Conference Room 1,2 and hall

Hotel

Hotel YRP / Heim hikari no oka

Expense

￥150,000 / $1,500

The number of
participants

Japanese 18, Overseas 30, Total 48 people

Organizer

International School of Science founding project. / Katsuiku Education Foundation.

Cooperation

Mistletoe, Inc. 8bitNews. Keikyu Corporation. Yokosuka Telecom Research Park, Inc.
Xiborg. Cisco Systems G.K. GOB Incubation Partners. ispace(HAKUTO Project).
RISU Japan inc. ENGAKUJI. Lojim Co., Ltd. kosodate-renove(Kyowabussan Group Holdings.).
Mitsubishi UFJ Foundation. Japan Assoiciation of Rocketry.

Support

Yokosuka City.
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Summer School 2016 event outline
■ Prior activity
・Run-up period

February, 2016 〜

May
June
July

Distributed leaﬂets, guidance for enrollment
Sent to international schools in whole country, SSH,
SGH (Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka)
Brieﬁng session for schools in Malaysia and Vietnam.
Lecturer request / Interview for scholarships(on-line)
Preparation and support for overseas students

・Selection (skype / movie message)

Q1 Why would you join this ISSJ program?

・Scholarship

Q2 Why did you apply for the ISSJ summer school?

Full or half fee grant as scholarship for domestic and overseas excellent student

■ Media coverage

（Pre）

Web

（Post）
TV

7/22 TOWNNEWS-SHA CO.,LTD.

http://www.townnews.co.jp/0501/i/2016/07/22/341543.html

8/9

8/10

8/11
newspaper

8/10
8/24

Web

・TOWNNEWS

18:00~
07:30~
18:30~

TVK NEWS

・TVK NEWS

Tokyo MX TV Morning cross

Dairy News (JCOM Kanagawa)

Kanagawa Shimbun
The Japan Times

・Tokyo MX TV

Shogakukan family net

http://familyblog.shogakukan.co.jp/news/2016/08/000910.html

International School times

http://istimes.net/articles/773

・Dairy News (JCOM Kanagawa)

The Japan Times (web)

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/08/24/national/
asian-students-ﬁnish-cross-cultural-summer-science-course-yokosuka

Kanagawa Shimbun (web)
http://www.kanaloco.jp/sp/article/191552
・Shogakukan family net
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・International School times

・The Japan Times

・The Japan Times (web)

・Kanagawa Shimbun

・Kanagawa Shimbun (web)

Summer School 2016 event report

Summer School event report
■ Participant information
■

Applicants summary

■

Applicants

Participants

Waiting for
interview

Japan

30

16

1

13

Vietnam

38

11

19

8

Philippines

13

11

1

1

Indonesia

11

3

7

1

Singapore

2

2

0

0

Mongolia

3

2

0

1

People's Republic
of China, PRC

2

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

101

48

28

25

Nationally

Republic of
China, R.O.C.

Malaysia
total

ISSJ Summer School

Cancel and
refuse

Age summary
Age

Location summary(Japan)
Address

13

2

14

Tokyo

8

12

Kanagawa

1

15

17

Saitama

1

16

13

Tochigi

1

17

4

Osaka

1

48

Hyogo

1

Nara

1

Hiroshima

1

Singapore

2

England

1

total
*At the time8/2

■

■

Gender ratio

Men
Women

25
23

total

48

total

18

2016
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Report for Summer school 2016

Master schedule

time/date
day of week

3-Aug
Wed

4-Aug
Thu

5-Aug
Fri

5:30
6:00
hotel
breakfast
6:30
7:00
7:30
breakfast &
breakfast
8:00
registration
8:30
Learn Zen(禅)
9:00
world and scientist
9:30
10:00
Learn to Present
Orientation &
10:30
Introduction
Science &
11:00
recess
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
lunch
lunch
lunch
13:30
14:00
14:30
Road to Data
15:00 Create new value
Human body
Scientist,
by
Design
Thinking
15:30
and human brain
the sexiest job of
16:00 approach
21 century
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
dinner
dinner
18:30
19:00
Welcome party
Learn the key
19:30
basics of
Life, scientists of
PowerPoint and win ethics and morality
20:00
that investment!
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
Group Work
Group Work
Group Work
22:30
23:00
23:30
0:00
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6-Aug
Sat

7-Aug
Sun

8-Aug

9-Aug

breakfast

breakfast

Mon

Tue

hotel

breakfast

breakfast

Why we know there
Rocket experiment 〜
are black-holes?
one day fieldwork〜
Introduction to
Einstein's Relativity

Power generation
and consumption
techniques for
innovative energies

lunch

lunch

Biomedical
Engineering-Fluid,
Physiology, and
Mechanics

Rocket experiment 〜
one day fieldwork〜

The relation of
human body and
technology as an example,
a sports prosthesis
to be used in the
Paralympic Games.

dinner

dinner

dinner

Outdoor activity
(@ Nobi Beach)

Meet young
researchers and
entrepreneurs

Performance check

Group Work

Group Work

Group Work

lunch

hotel

Presentation

lunch

Presentation

Farewell Party

dismissal

hotel

Summer School 2016 event report

Time line

Digest of every day

0

Staff were divided into two groups, and team YRP set up of the venue, equipment management, and
facility managers. A team welcomed students who arrived at the airport, send first team to Yokosuka
city, and brought overseas students to their accommodation. Staff reviewed their tasks for tomorrow
and helped students to settle in.

1

Students who spent the night in accommodation took breakfast, and when new students arrived at 9
am, we gave an orientation session and team building workshop. It was the first time with all the
participants. During the games, we randomly swapped the teams to allow students to get to know
each other. In the afternoon, we took a design thinking workshop, to think about things creatively and
analyze problems. In the workshop, we made new dust boxes created by interviewing each other. At
night, we held a welcome party, and we enjoyed activities designed to get to encourage us to get to
know more about each other.

2

In the morning, we had a class called “Learn to Present Science”, which was active and exciting. We
learned a lot of things such as words, motion, and eye contact that we could use in our presentations
on the last day. In the afternoon, it was “Road to Data Scientist” course. We learned about Data
Science, which is a current topic these days, and used computer to do the work. The class was very
interesting, about how world events were made from data, and how we could create its value in the real
world. In the evening, we took the class “Learn the key basics of Power Point”. We learned how to
make a presentation focused on techniques, expressivon, and impact through practice.

Day-

2-AUG

Day-

3-AUG

Day-

4-AUG

10
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Time line

3

Summer School 2016 event report 11 The morning was entitled “Learn Zen (禅) World and
Science”, and we went to Enkaku-ji temple (円覚寺) in the early morning. We had Zen meditation
and some Q & A. We learned the importance of observing yourself and controlling posture and
breathing. In the afternoon, it was “Human body & Human Brain” class. Students were active
in a Q & A about the genes that make human body, and learnt how to observe various movement of the brain. That night, we had “Scientist of Ethics & Morality” workshop. Each students
presented their opinions on the need for ethics in science.

4

In the morning, we took a session called “Why do we know there are black-holes? ”. The lesson
was about existence of black holes and the theory of relativity through the observation of the
refraction of light and an elliptical orbit. In the afternoon, we took a lesson on “Biomedical
Engineering”. Modern medicine has been studied by many simulations. We made Magdeburg
hemispheres, posters and presentations. In the evening, we watched fireworks at Nobi beach,
and enjoyed activities planned by the TAs.

5

We had “Rocket Experiment” fieldwork for a whole day. Each group had to consider aerodynamics, acceleration, and gravity to produced homemade rockets with the materials given. We
corrected the hypothesis through testing in the morning and measured the records in the afternoon. Each group had to allocate roles and select a group leader, and there was a prize for the
winning group. In the evening, it was “Meeting young researchers and entrepreneurs”. We
interviewed four people with a background in science, such as researchers and entrepreneurs,
who talked about their life and achievements.

Day-

5-AUG

Day-

6-AUG

Day-

7-AUG

11

Digest of every day

Summer School 2016 event report

6

In the morning, it was “Power generation consumption technique for innovative energies”. We
made a simple generator for power generation and energy storage, and learnt about the
potential energy of the future. In the afternoon, we had “Relationship with Human body and
Technology”. We learned how science and technology overcome disabilities through experiencing wearing and walking with a prosthesis. At night, we prepared presentation scripts and
performance techniques for the next day’s presentation – we worked until midnight.

7

From 10:00 AM, 12 groups gave their presentation. Each presentation was followed by questions. The presentations were held until 16:00 PM including a lunch break, and then awards
were presented by the sponsors. During the ceremony, Taizo Sun from Mistletoe, Jun Hori from
8bitnews spoke in person and gave encouraging messages to the students. At last, we held the
farewell party, which had a great atmosphere. The ceremony finished at 7 PM. Both domestic
and overseas groups returned to their accommodation.

8

We left the hotel at 7:00 and sent international students to Haneda Airport. This one week
journey was full of learning and friendship, laughter and tears. Finally, the management team
tidied up, and said farewell to the facility management team.

Day-

8-AUG

Day-

9-AUG

Day-

10-AUG
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Report for Summer school 2016

Presentation and highlights

At the end of summer school,
students gave presentations.

The topic for the presentations was, "find scientific solutions for the world's problems by 2050." The head of
teachers divided their class into groups. Students would then research the subject and put all of the things they
learned to practical use on the final day.

Group work was very involving and often went on late into the night, but it was valuable preparation as students
needed to overcome any concerns they had about language and ideas. The knowledge, skills, and concepts the
students learned during summer school were all brought to bear, with each presentation showcasing ideas that
were achievable through science. At the close of each presentation, a question-and-answer session was held to
give the students a chance to further explain their concepts, give opinions, and debate. It was at these moments
in particular where we could see the students' progression into researchers and speakers.

13
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There were four students in each presentation group. Everyone experienced presentations and speeches. One
of the groups considered power shortages in the Philippines, using sea water to make power cycle facilities at a
low cost. Other groups presented about thinking of moving to Mars, how to reduce the risk of discharge, and
provide such technology at a more affordable price. I was amazed at progressive ideas to evolve clone technology to protect endangered species.
Most of the groups were interested global warming and energy shortages, and suggested problem-solving
methods for these challenges. They presented innovative ideas such as using a mixture of geothermal power
plants and the vibration energy from the transportation network in the world. Also, separating carbon and oxygen
to develop hybrid power, and developing silicon batteries from seed husks.
One of the groups considered the difficult problems that scientists will face in real life, such as a solution for
genetic diseases. They discussed the possibility of injecting genetic testing and diffusion polymer cells directly,
and considered the research and development of immunity and antibodies. They highlighted the risks associated
with mis-use of information in an approach which demonstrated a good understanding of ethics.
After all groups finished their presentation, there was an awards ceremony presented from sponsor companies.
The winning rocket group were presented with an award from Katsuiku (活育) educational foundation. Taizo San
from Mistletoe awarded the student who had made the most progress, while Jun Hori (8bits) awarded the
student who had been most open to diversity. Charlotte awarded the group that had the best teamwork. After
the presentation, certification was awarded to all the students who participate in this presentation.
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Summer School 2016

List of lecturers

・How to make team, how to work in team
・Why do scientists need to think about ethics?

Charlotte Evans

Teacher (elementary, high school and university)

Create new value by Design Thinking approach

Ryo Sakurai

Co-founder of the GOB Incubation Partners

Learn To Present Science

Gary Vierheller, Sachiyo Vierheller

Gary Vierheller(MIRAIKAN), Sachiyo Vierheller (Inspir Ltd.)

Road to Data Scientist, the sexiest job of 21 century

Satoshi Erdos Kato

Founder of Japan data scientist consortium
Risu-japan director
Learn the key basics of PowerPoint and win that investment!

Yoshino Ryu

Representative of G&G, specializes in English education.
Won a national speech contest & awarded by the Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs.
Learn Zen (禅 ) world and science

Ichido Uchida

Rinzai sect Daihonzan (head temple) Engaku-ji Temple
Deputy chief priest
“Human body and human brain”

Qi Zhang, M.D., PhD.

Research Scientist in Brain Science Institute, Riken.
Adjunct lecturer at Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University.
Invited lecturer at Juntendo University.
Why we know there are black-holes? Introduction to Einstein's Relativity

Hisaaki Shinkai, PhD

Professor, Osaka Institute of Technology. Visiting Researcher at RIKEN.
General Relativity and Cosmology. PhD (Theoretical Physics) from Waseda University 1995.
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Rocket experiment 〜 one day ﬁeld work 〜

Yoshifumi Komasa

NPO Showa Gakuen, Sky Sea Academy.
Graduated Keio University, majoring Applied Physics and Physico - Infomatics.
・Biomedical Engineering - Fluid, Physiology, and Mechanics ・Meet young researchers and entrepreneurs

Naoki Takeishi, PhD

Research Fellow of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS-PD)
Institute for Frontier Medical Sciences, Kyoto University, Japan
Meet young researchers and entrepreneurs

Takeshi Hakamada

The founder and CEO of ispace technologies, inc, which aims to the worldʼ s leading lunar
exploration company. He is also leading TEAM HAKUTO, the sole competitor of the Google
Lunar XPRIZE from Japan since 2010, achieving a robotic lunar exploration mission within
2017. He earned M.S in Aerospace Engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology.
Meet young researchers and entrepreneurs

Sohei Wakisaka, Ph.D

Laboratory for Adaptive Intelligence at RIKEN Brain Science Institute
Bachelor of liberal arts in philosophy of science in Tokyo University.
Master degree and PhD for visual illusion studies.
Meet young researchers and entrepreneurs

Gaku Nagashima

From Matsue, Shimane
- Harvard University PhD candidate in Applied Physics 2011-2015- State University of New
York at Stony Brook in Physics 2008-2011
- Diablo Valley College 2007-2008
- Matsue College of Technology 2005-2008
Power generation and consumption techniques for innovative energies

Hideki Masuda, PhD

PhD in Engineering (University of Tsukuba, Japan)
Postdoctoral researcher at National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS) in Japan.
“Relationship with human body and technology: A case of prosthetic leg for sports used in Paralympics”

Ken Endo, PhD

Rresearcher of Sony Computer Science laboratories Inc., and CEO of Xiborg Co., Ltd.
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Voice
Voice of the lecturer
Gary Vierheller

” Learn to Present Science”

On August 4, 2016, our ISSJ Summer School three hour seminar flew by thanks to the students, teachers, and all the people involved. After the seminar, Gary and I savored the experience and were very impressed with the students' active participation. What a great session
it was !
What made the ISSJ summer school 2016 this powerful and satisfying?
It is because of students' and teachers' acute attention, contagious openness to step out of
their comfort zone, and clear understanding in what benefits teamwork offers. Each and
every participant demonstrated their understanding that it's her/ his duty to help the audience remember and understand their message. We believe that they will continue to use in
their real world the skills they passionately obtained.
It was our joy of being part of their education, and we have started to count the days until
the next ISSJ summer school 2017!!!

Hisaaki Shinkai

“Why we know there are black-holes? Introduction to Einsteinʻs Relativity”

I was surprised for students' reactions in ISSJ. I gave lectures of university-level physics, but
most students were catching up the contents, and showed me their great curiosities than I
expected. I intended to teach not only relativity and black hole but also a message that the
physics laws are beautiful, and I believe many students understood it.
I felt the school was filled with energy of young students, enthusiasm of teaching assistants,
and dreams of organizers.
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Voice of student

I enjoyed this summer school a lot!
Thank you for this opportunity and experience.
I hope we'll be able to see each other again.
Thank you for your hard work, too. Regards to everyone.

This was the most heartwarming experience of my life.
Please organize a reunion after ten years.

It was awesome, fun and overall a very knowledgeable event.

This will be such a memorial summer school to me that I would never forget.
I hope one day all of us could all gather again and sit in the same classroom, just like
usual, having lecture, lunch, dinner, doing funny and crazy things together.
Thanks for the opportunities and all the happiness and great memories that the ISSJ
Summer School brings to us!

Can I be the TA for the program next year?
I think that I can be a TA because I had experienced in this position for 2 years, in a NGO
in Vietnam.

Thank you very much. It became the best memory of the summer.

Of course it was full of science and helped my study, however because this program had
many nationals, I also learned how other countries are like about education and life.
Also able to touch many ways of tailing because of nationality and age. It was a great
program and if I was younger I will definitely join this school.

Unfortunately, I'm too old to attend the next summer school so all I can do is wishing you
the best success in the future. Hope the board will always be this enthusiastic and
inspiring.

I really enjoyed that time with everyone with the teacher, TAs, friends and it was a great
experience in my life.
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Voice
For the 2016 summer school the student intern staﬀ played an important roll for event planning,
class preparation and supported students for class and presentations as a Teaching Assistant.

Voice of teaching assistant
I have achieved and grasped many things by participating in this internship program. Throughout
this long term internship I have learned the importance of taking responsibility for my actions, the
necessity to take action when needed and what it take to be a leader. Moreover because this
summer school project started from scratch this year I was able to experience many valuable and
precious things.
The direct impression I had after this internship was that I realized more than ever how important
it is to take responsibility for the actions I take and it was truly rewarding to be a part of it. I think
this is something that all of the interns felt as well. For example actively finding work to do by
oneself instead of waiting for instructions or taking responsibility for your own work to the end.
I think these things are taken for granted in many times and it was a very valuable experience for
me. It was definitely not a common internship program but at the end there was a clear sense of
accomplishment and confidence in me.
Hosei University, Department of Global and Interdisciplinary Studies - GIS

Yasuhiro Yokoyama

When I first heard about ISSJ internship, I was confident that I wanted to take part in the project.
It was because I immediately felt the passion of the representatives and the excitement of what
they were doing. I was also worried at the same time since I didn’t have neither scientific knowledge nor child education experience. Joining this internship has given me so many new opportunities such as presenting my own opinion towards education and interviewing a scientist in
person to create a blog. Once the preparation starts for summer school, I was in charge of
making the daily schedule and joined the monthly meetings to share the information. During
summer school, I was responsible for keeping up with the daily journal of each class, creating a
video for the students, and joining the class as a teacher’s assistant. Every day was so inspiring
during summer school being able to work with such intelligent students and internship team that
time flew by so fast. It was not easy saying good-bye to the students, but became so close that
students still send me messages every now and then. Towards the end of the program, the
whole internship team was exhausted, falling asleep during activities, and had meetings until
midnight before the last presentation day. The sense of accomplishment was immeasurable. It
was a valuable experience and the best memory of summer. Working in this team and the
program was such wonderful experience that it made me want to take part in it again from now
on even if it means a little.
Hosei University, Department of Global and Interdisciplinary Studies - GIS
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Voice of the crew
I had a great opportunity to be engaged in this summer school program
as crewmember as I strongly believe that society need science and diversity oriented educational program.
The most excited thing as program coordinator is closely to see how
students develop themselves. I found their possibility in future as scientist
from their attitude to initiate leadership by their own skills and strength
from the first day they had met each other until the final presentation.
Working with crewmembers also brought me exciting experiences with
full of diversity, different background and skills.
I believe our crewmembers also develop ourselves by initiating leadership
for creating better program in this summer school.
Crew stuff

Risa Mizuno
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Conclusion
The Head of Teachers message
This year's International School of Science summer programme was the second of its kind;
another towards establishing what is to become a ground-breaking and influential school. In
an ever-more interconnected world, students who have been encouraged to develop their
curiosity, and those who have been given opportunities to work in international contexts, will
later prove invaluable scientists. The second founding project summer programme provided
students with many unique experiences which I believe will have a significant impact on their
future development. Every day, they were given 3 classes by some of the most eminent
scientists and researchers in their respective fields. These sessions were challenging, stimulating and interactive: the concepts discussed were advanced, beyond a usual school curriculum; even when students didn't fully understand the formulae or methods covered, the
opportunity to discuss these with working scientists was aspirational. The opportunity to hear
from, and pose questions to, young scientists was particularly inspiring. The students' interest
was piqued, and their future scientific enquiries will be more profound as a result. Since
returning, several students have already been in contact to ask for further clarification or
requesting more communication with the scientists. The sessions during this programme
have, then, already had an impact on the students' work back in their high schools. They were
introduced to concepts, theories and modes of enquiry which they had never seen before, but
which they are keen to continue and hone further. This year, students were also given
opportunities to learn outside of the classroom: a workshop on Zen Buddhist meditation, and
a full day of field work building a rocket. Such sessions are an indication of the sort of learning
opportunities which will be so integral to the curriculum of the school.
As well as the renewed, or furthered, interest in scientific endeavour, the programme also had
a noticeable impact on the students' personal and social growth. At the start of the week, we
welcomed a group of bright students from a number of different countries and backgrounds.
Being able to spend time with other students from different countries and schools was a really
profound experience which will shape the rest of their lives. The pastoral care we were able to
offer allowed students to grow personally, as well as academically. To facilitate such care, the
team of teaching assistants proved invaluable. The sessions we offered on team-building, and
delivery gave the students a great deal more confidence and this will stand them in good
stead throughout their school careers. The summer programme was a worthwhile and memorable experience for all involved.
The Head of Teachers

Charlotte Evans
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Acknowledgment from organizer
This year, we aimed to increase the number of students, and with 48 people, including students from 8
different countries and regions, we successfully met this challenge.
We got used to recruiting and managing more students. we are aware that this is an ongoing process;
there is more to improve on, but this year was a success.
Many ideas and concepts were included in our program which will be useful to the students when they
leave the world of study and move into their respective fields. For example, constructive analysis;
exercising powers of expression and persuasion; the ability to examine the opinions of others through
group work; and ways of establishing their expertise, all of which combine to produce clear and concise
end results. These elements were imbued with a sense of curiosity and cooperation which the students
used in their search for knowledge and truth. It is my belief that this group and others who join ISSJ will
grow into forward-thinking individuals who can create innovation and breakthroughs in science that
surprise the world and reach beyond barriers.
This event is for students, and they make it what it is. Thank you for joining our summer school in this
busy summer season. We would also like to show our appreciation to parents for allowing your precious
children to participate in our school. In addition, I learned a lot of thing from young intern crew members
such as preparation, doing things together that might have been thought impossible, and solving problems as a team.
The International School of Science is still in its first stages, but we never stop learning; we continually
aim higher to create the best environment for education we possibly can. I sincerely hope we can
continue to do business together. Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Summer School 2016 Organizer

Takeshi Kinugawa
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